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ABSTRACT
The characteristics of the reflectivity gradients in four New
England storms were studied by means of a digital radar data base.
Time sequences were available for two of the four storms. The major
technique utilized was to assign to each point the absolute value
maximum gradient between it and all contiguous points. The gradient
values are predominantly small at all but the highest reflectivities,
with better than 50% of all gradient values between 0 and 4 dbo per
nautical mile for the storms studied. Mesoscale precipitation areas
as defined in previous studies cannot be readily identified by the
gradient pattern only.
Fatrices of reflectivity and absolute value maximum gradient
are computed for the maps from these storms and normalized gradient
distributions at each reflectivity level are considered. Each of
these storms are shown to have certain reflectivity values whose
gradient distributions undergo significant differences in mode, this
difference being confirmed statistically by means of the Chi-Square
test. The reflectivity values possessing transitional gradient
distributions remain nearly constant in time and the sizes of the
largest areas enclosed by these transitional reflectivities are
within the size range specified for mesoscale areas by previous
investigators. The physical implications of these transitions in
the gradient distribution are considered. Other gradient approaches
yielded similar but not as satisfactory results in depicting transition
zones in the normalized gradient distributions.
Thesis Supervisor: Pauline Y. Austin
Title: Senior Research Associate
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I. INTRODUCTION
Previous studies (e.g. Harrold and Austin, 1974, Reed, 1972)
have shown that within widespread rain associated with a synoptic-scale
disturbance there is a great deal of variability in a storm's intensity
but a considerable amount of organization in its structure. Subsynoptic-
scale precipitation areas of various types have been identified in these
studies where the data base consisted of photographed Plan Position
Indicator (PPI) displays at varying intensity level. It was found that
cells of relatively high intensity but small size are generally located
inside of larger but less intense small mesoscale precipitation areas
(SMSA's). In addition, still larger and slightly less intense large
mesoscale areas (LMSA's) could be found enclosing SMSA's. These areas
were readily tracked in time with the photographic data.
With the arrival of digital radar data, the need has arisen for
numerical methods to perform the same identification, tracking and
analysis functions that has been done subjectively with the PPI pictures.
The intensity resolution of the photographic data is inadequate to depict
reflectivity gradients, but high resolution rain-gauge records often
indicated rapid changes in precipitation intensity over short times.
Tn addition, Austin and Houze (1972) found that rain gauge traces were
at a generally higher level during the passage of large or small mesoscale
areas. These two facts suggest that steep reflectivity gradients might be
present at the edges of these areas, but any study of reflectivity gradients
had to await the introduction of digital integrating and recording
techniques into meteorological radar.
Gordon (1974, unpublished) computed reflectivity gradients by
averaging across points in both directions for a limited number of
digital radar maps taken at M.I.T. He found there were certain
reflectivity values which had significantly larger average gradient values
than others. However, the limited extent of data available and the lack
of time sequences in those cases studied prevented more definite conclusions
from being drawn about these larger average gradients. Mueller and Sims
(1975) computed gradients and stratified them according to distance from
the radar. They found that there were some very large gradients present,
but small gradient values (between +2 and -2 dbH/km) were dominant at- all
ranges even for digital maps taken at times in which hail was known to be
present.
The present study was undertaken with two purposes: 1) to determine
if reflectivity gradients as derived from digital radar data might be used
for oblective identification of mesoscale precipitation areas and 2) to
obtain information on the magnitude of these gradients and their variability
from storm to storm.
TT. DATA BASE AND CO!OPUTATION TECHNIQUES
A. The Storms Studied
The data used in this study were digital maps of reflectivity, as
measured in dbg (10 log 9, where 9 is the equivalent reflectivity factor
in mm 6m ), taken at the M.I.T. Weather Radar Research Project. The
characteristics of the M.I.T. radars are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of Radars at M.I.T.
Weather Radar Laboratory
WR66 WR73
Wavelength (cm) 10.5 5.5
Peam width (degrees between 1.35 1.4
half-power points)
Nominal peak power (kw) 600 250
Pulse-repetition _1 320
frequency (sec~) 160 250
The maps were recorded on magnetic tape using a PDP-8/1 minicomputer.
Each map consisted of 100 points (bins) of data for each azimuth angle
recorded. The resolution in range was either two points per nautical
mile (50 nm range) or a single point per nautical mile (100 nm range). The
azimuth resolution was every degree. The range resolution, the elevation
angle, the azimuth interval and the choice of radars were all set through
the data-gathering program by inputs coming from the operator's console.
Four storms are studied; for two of the four there is only a single
digital map taken at 10 to 20 minute intervals. This was basically all
the data taken at 11.T.T. which were available for this study since the
digital processing equipment was installed at M.I.T. during the fall of
1974. The specifics of the data taken for each storm are listed in
Table 2. A single map was recorded on December 16, 1974 during a storm
associated with a coastal cyclone off the New Jersey coast. A single map
was also recorded during the April 3, 1975 storm, which consisted of light
precipitation coming from a weak and disorganized cyclone just to the NW
of the Cambridge, Ma. region. The time sequence of July 9, 1975 tracks
the growth and weakening of a summer squall line in advance of a frontal
system moving west to east toward Cambridge. Finally, the September 24,
1975 case gives a time sequence of maps delineating weak, cyclonic
precipitation.
With the exception of a set of three dimensional scans to be presented
from the July squall line, all elevation angles used to record these maps
were never greater than 0.80. This means that the height at the center of
the beam at the farthest range was approximately 1.5 km for the December
and April storms and about 1.85 km for the July and September storms. All
these heights were far below the height of the melting layer for those
days; therefore, effects of the bright-band need not be considered for
these cases.
It should be recognized that a reading of no echo at any point on a
radar digital map does not necessarily indicate no precipitation. There
may be precipitation there with a reflectivity below the minimum detectable
for that range. It is therefore not possible to compute the reflectivity
gradient between an echo point and a no-echo point. In the computations,
gradients were not computed for any points adjacent to no-echo points.
Table 2. Summary of Radar Data
RADAR RANGE(nm) ELEV. ANGLE AZIMUTHS TIME SEQUENCE USED
APPROX. TIVE
BETWEEN YAPS
12/16/74 WR 66
4/03/75 WR 73
7/09/75
9/24/75
WR 66 100
WR 66 50 & 100
0.80
0.80
0.5 0
0.5 0
q0-330
290-130
245-20*
16o-4o*
1624-1840 EST
822-1005 EST
20 minutes
10 minutes
* The Azimuth interval changed during the time sequences so as to include all rain showing
on the PPI at a given time. The values given are typical ones for the azimuth interval
during the time sequences for these storms.
DATE
B. Geometry and Program Logic
All gradients computed are the maximum finite-difference gradient
from a point ( A dbg/ a distance), using all eight surrounding points.
The maximum gradient was chosen over the more conventional method of
averaging across points in order not to degrade the gradients. Since
precipitation sometimes varies over distances smaller than the radar's
resolution, any averaging process would decrease the magnitude of
observed gradients. The maximum gradient technique also permits the
gradient to be treated as a vector quantity whose directional distribution
can be studied.
Three types of distances were computed in making the gradient
calculations: radial, azimuthal and diagonal. Figure 1 provides an
example of these distances computed for the center point (r2, 92). For
the azimuthal distance, the arclength and not the chord length is used.
The difference between the two is never larger than 2.5 x 10-5 nm,
0.
since the rays are 1 apart.
.0003
Figure 1. Geometry for computing distances for
gradient calculations.
For the diagonal distances, standard mensuration formula gives the
diagonal distance
2 2(ac+ b )(ab + cb) or
ab + cb '
p = (r2r ( 9)2 + r) )
with A 9 = 1 degree = 0.0175 rad and A r -r - r2 - r2 - rl = 0.5 or
1.0 nm depending on the range resolution. Finally for the radially
computed gradients from (r2, 2 to either (r1, 92) or (r 3, 92 A r,
which is constant for a given map is used as the distance.
In computing gradients, values were rounded off to the nearest
whole number in dbg/nm. Primary justification for this comes from the
fact that the reflectivity values are in themselves whole numbers which
have been subject to a rounding-off process already.
Tn an effort to find whether there was any bias in the program
toward finding the maximum gradient along a particular direction (range,
azimuth or diagonal), a count was taken of the direction of each point's
maximum gradient. Since the rounding-off process permitted a point to
have more than one maximum value of the same magnitude, a 4ecision had to
be made regarding the order in which the eight gradient values were computed.
Tn the preliminary results the range direction appeared to be the preferred
direction for maximum gradient. Therefore, the program was written to
calculate the gradients along the range direction first and to replace the
value and direction when the gradient equalled or exceeded the one in
storage. The selected order was range step calculations first, followed by
the diagonal, arc length, and diagonal for 90, then the same for 9 3.
(Thus the order was (r1 , 92), (r , 92 , (r , 91) (r2' 91), (r, 9),
(r, 9 3), (r2, @3) and (r , 93 ), the points being as identified in
Figure 1). With this order any bias is against the radial for recording
the direction of maximum gradient, a fact which will be made use of in
a later section.
All computations were made using FORTRAN and assembly language
programs run on the same minicomputer used to record the data. This
machine (a PDP -8/I) has a 16K memory (approximately 16,000 storage
locations). Thus, the types of analyses used in this study have an
additional advantage of being feasible in any location where digital
radar data are gathered, requiring only some type of hard copy output
device for printing results.
C. Methods of Analyzing the Gradient Computations
The greatest part of all the analyses were based on computations
of the absolute value maximum gradient from each point as described in
the previous section. Both a simple B-scan and reflectivity-dependent
histograms of the gradients were used to consider the results from this
technique. A B-scan of the gradients refers to a rectangular plot with
range as abscissa and azimuth as ordinate (see Figure 2). It has the
advantage of providing for direct transmission of the digital radar data
to hard copy without any coordinate transformation, but it also greatly
distorts the display seen by the radar's PPI (Plan Position Indicator).
For the histograms, both a distribution of the gradients themselves
and normalized gradient distributions as a function of reflectivity were
generated. For the latter, the reflectivity values were paired 20-21 dbg,
22-23 dbZ, etc. up to 51 dbZ, the highest value observed on any of these
maps; for each of these pairs, the number of occurrences of a given
gradient value was tabulated. The value of the reflectivity at the center
point for which the gradient is calculated is the one associated with each
gradient value. Because of computer storage size, the range of gradient
values was limited to 0-34 dbZ/l nm or dbZ/0.5 nm, depending on the
resolution of the map, which eliminated no more than 0.1% of the gradient
values in any of the storms studied. This limitation subsequently turned
out to be beneficial in partially removing the effects of the mountains
to the west of Boston on the results. (This effect is discussed in a later
section.)
As noted before, the minimum detectable reflectivity value varied
with range and was different for different storms. For the July squall
line, there were no values 2: 20 dbg beyond 70 nm form the radar.
However, the line was fairly uniformly spread over the entire radar
range (15 to 114 nm). Because of this lack of detection of 20 dbH values,
the first reflectivity pair value considered for the July squall line was
22-23 db9. These values were detected beyond 100 nm from the radar and
little of the squall line was missed. This problem did not arise in any
of the other storms, so for them the 20-21 dbH pair was the first reflectivity
pair for which gradient distributions were tabulated.
One shortcoming of an absolute maximum value approach in computing
reflectivity gradients is the reciprocal relationship whereby an
exceptionally large reflectivity difference between two adjacent points
will be recorded as the maximum gradient for both points. Figure 2 shows
a portion of a gradient B-scan for April 3, 1975. The reciprocal gradient
values can be seen, for example, in the pairs of 6's and 7's in the area
40-43 nm in range and 3100 to 3130 in azimuth. For this reason, the
distribution of the maximum negative gradient from each point as a function
of reflectivity was computed and compared to the-absolute value maximum
gradient distributions for several maps. A gradient is defined to be
negative when the center value is greater than the particular bordering
value. This approach eliminates most of the reciprocity present in the
absolute value statistics.
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Also, the special case of gradients in the forward radial direction
only is considered, along with some gradient distribtions derived from
constant altitude reflectivity data.
Finally, the correlation coefficient between the gradient value and
the reflectivity was computed for a map from each of the four storms.
D. Ground Targets and Shadows Within Radar Range of M.I.T.
Although a large portion of the ground clutter can be eliminated by
not considering the data in the 20 nautical miles closest to the M.I.T.
radars, there is still a problem with the signal return from the mountains
lying from 35 to 50 nm to the west of Boston, Ma. Their presence biases
the distribution of gradients at all reflectivities toward higher
gradient values; however, their effect on low reflectivities is slight
simply because there are always large numbers of low gradient values which
dominate the gradient distribution there. Because there are fewer high
reflectivity values ( > 40 db9), a greater percentage of them are
mountain echoes and the effect of these mountains on the gradient statistics
is estimated to be considerable. For this reason, identification of
precipitation cells is subject to some uncertainty in the statistical
methods employed in this study.
In addition to the mountains, the presence of several extremely
tall buildings in the sector from 900-1600 in azimuth blots out signal
transmission and creates some distinct shadows as observed on the PPI scope.
Although the single maps from the April and December storms do contain data
from this shadow sector, both of the time sequences of storms which are
most closely investigated do not.
A method for eliminating ground targets from the data when they are
recorded has been developed at M.I.T. and is nearly operational. The
improvements in the quality of the data resulting from this development
will provide for greater reliability in gradient analyses. The problem
of dealing with the shadows is more difficult; one possible means of
eliminating them from the data is to average across the azimuths which
border the shadow regions. However, as of this time, no satisfactory
technique for accomplishing this has been devised.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE STORM'S GRADIENT PROPERTIES
A. Analysis of the Gradient Values
1. General Properties. Prior to any investigation of a possible
relationship between gradients and mesoscale precipitation areas, some
properties of the gradients are considered.
Figures 3 and 4 present histograms of the gradient values for maps
taken July 9 and September 24, 1975 respectively. The distribution
of gradients in these maps is representative of the gradient distributions
for all the storms studied; small gradient values always dominate the
distributions. The peaks in the gradient distribution of Figure 3 (at 2
and 11 dbg/nm espically) were present for many of the distributions for
the July storm. The cumulative gradient distribution curves for all maps
taken during the July and September storms are presented in Figures 5 and 6,
respectively. A comparison of the curves shows'that the July storm had
greater numbers of gradients between 0 and 2 dbZ/nm, and the September storm
had more 3 to 5 gradients. The distributions are the same from gradient
value 6 onward.
Statistics on the preferred gradient direction were compiled for the
storms studied. Figures 7, 8, and 9 present some examples of the directional
distribution of the gradients as a function of reflectivity. By a consistent
margin of about 2 to 1, the range step or radial direction was preferred
and this holds for all the maps of these storms. The fact that the
computation scheme for preferred direction was deliberately biased against
the radial makes these results even more impressive.
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The dominance of the radial direction for maximum gradient in these
storms is thought to be due to better resolution of the integrator in
this direction. The smearing of the beam in the azimuthal is caused by
both a moving antenna and a bean width larger than one degree. For
example, the radar's pulse repetition frequency (PRF) during the September
storm was 160 pulses/sec. With a sampling rate of 32 pulses per integration
and an antenna speed of approximately 5.49/sec. the record for a single
azimuth was sampled over 1.08 , Adding to this is the beam width at half-
power which is 1.350. Thus an effective sampling azimuth is on the order
of 1.08 + 1.35 = 2.43*. Similar computations for the July storm give
a sampling volume of about 2.410, since the PRF then was 320 pulses/sec.
The best estimate is that the radar's resolution in the radial is no worse
than the nominal resolution (0.5 or 1.0 nm) ± 25%, which is much improved
over the azimuthal resolution. Thus, it is fairly certain that the
measurement system (the radar and the integrator) rather than the nature
of the precipitation is responsible for the radial preference. It appears
that unless the gradient in the storm is actually significantly greater in
some other direction, the configuration of the radar will cause the radial
gradient to appear steeper.
The dependence of the gradient distributions on radar resolution was
considered by comparing the distributions from maps taken close in time
over the same range but with different resolutions. Table 3 presents the
results from maps taken on September 24, 1975. Both of the finer resolution
maps have a slightly greater percentage of gradient values in excess of
9 dbg/nm. This difference is thought to be mostly due to the greater
ratio of mountains to precipitations reflectivities present in the 0.5 nm
resolution data.
Table 3. Distribution of Gradients (dbZ/nm) According
to Data Resolution for September 24, 1975
% of Gradients Between
Time (EST) Resolution (nm) 0-4 5-8 >9
855 1 61 25 14
857 0.5 60 24 16
909 0.5 58 25 17
911 1 61 25 14
To summarize these results: (1) maximum absolute reflectivity
gradients are predominantly small for these storms; (2) the radial is the
preferred location for the maximum gradient and (3) the distribution of
gradients is not significantly dependent on the resolution of the radar
digital data available at M.I.T.
2. Comparison of Gradient and Reflectivity B-Scans. To determine
whether mesoscale precipitation areas as described by Austin and Houze
(1972) are, in fact, plateaus of intensity with relatively steep gradients
at the edge, or whether in these areas intensities just slope off gradually
from the center outward, a B-scan of the maximum gradient value from each
point was generated for maps from each of the four storms. Figure 10
shows a gradient B-scan for a map recorded during the July 9 squall line.
In Figure 10a, the areas where gradient values are influenced by ground
targets are outlined, while Figure 10b contains the gradient map. Note
how well the gradients which are related to ground clutter, were they not
identified as such, would blend right in with the squall line gradients.
Although distorted by the B-scan, it is clear that the most intense
gradients are located entirely on the front or leading edge of the squall
line. This result is in agreement with qualitative descriptions of squall
lines.
Figure 3, which is the histogram of gradient values for this B-scan,
shows two easily observed local maxima at gradient values 2 and 11.
There is also a general increase in the number of occurrences over surround-
ing gradient frequencies at both 13 and 15 dbs/nm. For the purposes of
contouring the gradient map and seeing if it outlined distinct precipitation
areas when compared to the reflectivity map, the values 2, 11 and 15 were
chosen. The last value (15) was chosen arbitrarily over the value 13,
principally so as to have some separation between the last two contour
values.
These contours (in Figure 10b) do only a fair job at best. The
contour of gradient value 2 outlined practically all the detectable
reflectivities on the map; there was no delineation of separate areas
within the line itself. In addition, many of the interior reflectivities
also had gradient value 2. The gradient value of 11 dbB/nm does well on
Figure 10a. Outline of Ground
Targets for Map in Figure 10b.
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outlining some of the high reflectivity ( Z 36 dbz) areas at the front
edge of the line. For the most part, the 11 contour splits up the small
intense areas not on the line's front edge. Other front edge high
reflectivities further away from the radar have gradient values less than
11 and were missed. At the 15 dbs/nm gradient value, there is no tendency
seen to encircle regions of high reflectivity at or near the front edge
of the squall. These gradients however do consistently appear ahead of
the high reflectivities at the front edge.
Similar analyses were performed on a map from each of the other three
storms. Relatively high gradient values were often seen ahead of high
reflectivities, but the highest gradient values were not generally
associated with the front edges of the highest dbH values. Also, the
gradient distributions themselves would often have only one preferred value
or a pair of adjacent preferred values. Figure 4 provides an example of the
latter, with equal numbers of gradients of 2 and 3 dbH/nm, and no other
local maximum with more than 30 occurrences. The futility of drawing
contours for gradient values 2 and 3 can be seen by looking at a portion
of the gradient B-scan (Figure 11) from which the distribution of Figure 4
was derived.
In summary, it appears that mesoscalew areas are neithor plateaus of
intensity with relatively steep gradients at the edge, nor do the
intensities always slope off gradually from the center outward. For
certain areas up to one-third of the precipitation was outlined by steep
gradients but the remaining portion was undistinguished. The chief problem
Figure lla. Outline of Ground
Targets for Map in Figure llb.
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with the gradient B-scan is that it treats fairly uniform areas of high
dbg values the same way that it treats similarly uniform areas of low
dbg values, i.e. the gradient values from a point, even when maximized
are low. Little information on precipitation patterns within a storm
is obtained with this method. In the next section, an analysis is made
to determine if any relation between reflectivity and gradient values
exist, and how it varies from storm to storm.
B. Statistical Properties of Gradients and Their Relation to Intensity
1. Matrices of Reflectivity and Maximum Absolute Gradient. As a
first effort, the same gradient technique is used to produce a matrix of
gradient values and reflectivities. The relationship between the distribu-
tion of gradient values and reflectivities is investigated. Characteristics
revealed by the matrices are discussed for the storms separately and then
synthesized.
a. December 16, 1974. Table 4 presents the results giving
both the raw and normalized frequencies of gradient values as a function
of intensity. The intensities were grouped in intervals of 2 dbS. As
noted in the table, the gradients here are dbs/O.5 nm. This digital map,
with a range of 50 nm, has a data point every half mile in the radial
direction. As discussed in the previous section, despite the bias
intentionally placed against it when computing the maximum gradient
direction, the radial direction was preferred better than 50% of the time
Table 4. Normalized and Total Frequency of Occurrence
of Gradients for December 16,
.35
.1 365
,44
6 852
.5
15 1564
dbg
20-21
22-23
24-25
26-27
28-29
30-31
32-33
34-35
36-37
38-39
40-41
42-43
44-45
46-47
.42
1011
028
362
.28
252
.25
186
.26
145
.27
117
.33
116
.33
100
.30
56
.30
21
2
.32
327
.30
584
.27
864
.32
774
35
;460
.38
347
.38
282
.42
235
.42
183
.40
144
.44
135
.47
87
.54
39
3
.15
158
.13
250
.11
344
.11
274
.18
229
.15
139
.19
143
.15
86
.15
68
.17
61
.14
41
.18
34
.08
6
4
.07
7?
.05
89
.05
160
.05
126
-06
83
.07
59
.07
52
-06
35
.07
32
.04
15
.04
13
.02
3
.01
1
5
.03
35
.02
45
.02
58
.03
74
.04
47
.04
37
.03
20
.03
16
.03
12
.01
5
.01
2
.03
2
6
.03
29
.02
38
.01
40
.02
44
.03
41
.03
27
.01
10
.02
10
7
.01
13
.01
25
.01
36
.01
26
.02
27
.03
15
.02
15
.02
11
-01
3
1
1
8 9 a 10
-01
10
.01
26
-01 .02
6 16
.02
11 30
.01 .01 .01
22 22 32
.01 .01 .01
12 12 25
.01
11
.01
9
.01
10
.03
5 29
.01 .01
6 12
.03
1 19
.01 .01 .02
7 5 9
.01 .01 .03
3 3 13
.04
1 1 14
.02 .02
0 4 5
.031 4
.04
3
4
01
12
2
1974 Storm
for this and all other storms. In computing a finite-diffexance gradient
in db9/nm from a point in the range step, a division by 1/2 (multiplying
by 2) would take place, making all gradients in this direction even
numbers, thereby weighting the distribution of gradients for all intensity
pairs toward even values. For this reason, gradients for all 50 na range
maps were computed in dbZ/0.5 nm.
The normalized distributions are considered so that distributions
at different intensities could be compared to one another without added
weight being given to the lower intensity levels which occur more often.
For this storm, the distribution for the first four reflectivity pairs
(20-21, 22-23, 24-25, and 26-27 dba) are all very similar to one another,
with a major peak at 1 db9/0.5 nm. Beginning with the 28-29 dba pair
however, and continuing for higher reflectivities, there is a distinct
shift in the distribution, and the mode for all the reflectivity pairs
becomes 2 dbZ/1/2 nm. Finally, at 46 db9, the gradient distribution
again changes becoming very similar to the gradient distributions in the
low 20's. These distinct changes in the distribution pattern suggest
thA perhaps some type of different precipitation regime is present at or
near the transition values. It was noted that the transitions in the
gradient distributions took place when the number of occurrences in the
intensity interval decreased significantly over that in the previous one.
In this case, there was a 46% drop in the number of points at 28-29 dbZ
(1296) from the total at 26-27 dbB (2390), and a 62% drop from 72
occurrences at 44-45 dbH to 27 at 46-47 dIs.
To Investigate whether the change in gradient distribution--could be
statistical due solely to the significant decrease in the number of points,
the )e test was employed. The null hypothesis was formulated, I.e.
that the two gradient distributions came from the same population, the
differences due only to sample size. An expected distribution of the
gradients at 28-29 db9 was generated by taking the total number of points
at the 28-29 dbH distribution (1296) and distributing them using the
normalized gradient distribution from the 26-27 db level. Then, this
distribution (considered the expected distribution) was compared with
the observed. Table 5 presents the results.
Table 5. Results of) 2 Test to Determine Likelihood
That the Gradient Distributions at 26-27 dbH
and 28-29 dbZ are From the Same Population
Number of Occurrences
Grad Value Observed Expected
0 2 6.5
1 362 548.2
2 460 419.7
3 229 148.6
4 83 68.3
5 47 40.1
6 41 23.9
7 27 14.1
8 11 6.5
9 5 6.5
10-11 13 7.1
12 17 6.5
X2- (Obs - Exp) 2 /Exp - 168.98
The number of degrees of freedom is equal to the number of categories
minus the number of restrictions. In the case, the only restriction is
that the total number of reflectivity values be the same (1296). The
rules governing the)(2 test state that no single expected diatirbution
category should have a value less than 5, which is why the expected
gradient values 10 and 11 and all greater than or equal to 12 are grouped
together. Thus, there are 12 categories and one restriction, making 11
degrees of freedom. The 1% probability limiting value of2 with 11
degrees of freedom is 24.73. Since the value obtained in this test is
about seven times larger than the limiting value, the null hypothesis
can be rejected with a fair degree of certainty.
The physical implications of the transitions in gradient distributions
will be considered later when the storms with greater time coverage are
discussed. At this point the reflectivity map was scrutinized to see
whether the transition reflectivities appeared to be associated with
mesoscale precipitation areas. Analysis of the 28 dbH reflectivity value
gave some encouraging results; several precipitation areas which were
quite large as well as many small areas were outlined with 28 dbH as a
contour value. (There were 87 areas outlined with a 28 dbH contour, most
of which were less than 50 km2 in size.) However, the contours of 30 dbH
did just as well as 28 dbg in describing precipitation areas, and in fact
produced fewer of the one or two point areas as well. (Of course, the
area included within an intensity contour decreases as the reflectivity
increases, until only very small areas associated with the highest
reflectivities are left.)
While the 26 dbZ contour also does well in outlining the large
precipitation areas, the maximum area enclosed by a 26 dbZ contour has an
increase by a factor of 50% over the largest area at the 28 dbZ contour.
Finally, the 24 dbZ contour encloses practically all the precipitation
on this map and is just too big an area to be of mesoscale size. It
appears that the 28 dbZ contour is the lowest value which gives a
reasonably well-organized picture of the large mesoscale areas of this
storm.
This technique does not indicate an intensity value which will
serve as an SMSA threshold value, although there are distinct regions of
mid-30 dbB values shown in the reflectivity B-scan of this map. The
46 dba value, whose gradient distribution was also confirmed as being
from a different population than the distribution at 44 dbH, could serve
as a cell threshold within the mesoscale areas, but a subjective analysis
of the reflectivity B-scan suggests that 44 dbH is a better choice. The
other gradient distributions were tested against those of the next higher
reflectivity and, except between the 46 and 48 dbZ gradient distributions,
all tests failed to reject the null hypothesis, indicative of a lack of
significant difference in the gradient distributions.
b. April 3, 1975. As in the previous case, this digital map
is at 50 nm range and depicts very light, widespread rain. Only 0.2% of
all reflectivity data are > 40 dbZ. The normalized gradient distributions
in Table 6 show transitions between 22 and 24, 30 and 32 and 36 and 38 dbH.
Table 6, Normalized and Total Frequency of Occurrences of
Gradients for April 3, 1975 Storm
Gradient (dbS/0.5 nm)
dbg 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 >8
.06 .41 .22 .12 .08 .06 .03 .01 .01
20-21 92 613 329 188 121 89 46 17 12
.30 .29 .18 .10 .06 .04 .02 .01
22-23 2 378 357 226 131 74 53 20 11
.21 .32 .19 .12 .08 .04 .02 .02
24-25 1 219 332 .199 121 80 43 20 22
.15 .33 .21 .13 .09 .05 .02 .02
26-27 1 135 303 192 122 82 48 15 13
.18 .32 .20 .14 .06 .06 .03 .01
2A-20 142 253 157 109 47 46 29 16
.15 .28 .24 .15 .08 .05 .03 .02
30-31 1 76 147 124 76 42 26 15 10
.12 .20 .26 .23 .09 .06 .02 .02
32-33 31 52 67 59 23 18 6 6
.02 .25 .23 .24 .12 .05 .05 .04
34-35 2 23 21 22 11 4 5 3
.04 .18 .25 .19 .14 .12 .04 .04
36-37 2 9 13 10 7 6 2 2
38-39 7 13 4 4 2 6 2 3
40-41 4 2 3 3 2 1 1
42-43 1
These changes in the gradient distribution were verified as significant by
the use of the X2 test at the i% probability limiting value. All other
consecutive reflectivities failed to exceed even the lower 5% limiting
value. Once again, the 24 dbZ contour outlines what seem to be the large
mesoscale areas, along with many small areas. The 32 and 38 dbB contours
appear to be reasonable values for outlining several SMSA's and the one
intense cell-like area on this map respectively. Once again, though,
analysis of the original reflectivity B-scans show 26 and 34 dbZ would
also be adequate to represent LMSA's and SMSA's respectively. What is
important is that 24 and 32 dbH are the lowest reflectivities which give
reasonable patterns for the data.
c. July 9, 1975. The time sequence of maps taken during this
squall line afforded an excellent opportunity to study in detail a storm's
characteristics. Figure/. shows the gradient distributions from 22-36 dbH
for the map taken at 1750 EST. Here again, there are changes in the
gradient distribution curves between 24 and 26 and 34 and 36 dbg. Other
maps in this sequence do not show the change in the gradient distribution
as clearly; however, the transitions were still present (and confirmed
statistically by)(2 tests at the 1% significance level) except for the
last map of the set at 1840 EST where there appeared to be no zone of
transition in any of the gradient distributions for db3 values between
22 and 30. Table 7 describes the transitional reflectivities for this
storm. The term semi-modal shift refers to distributions in which there
are two or more dominant gradient values with frequencies within 3% of
one another. The first zone, between 24 and 26 dbZ reflects a change in
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TABLE 7,
Zones of Transition for Squall Line
TIME (EST)
24-26 dbZ; shift in mode
from 1 to 2 dbZ/nm
22-24;
2-1
modal drop from
24-26; modal shift from
1-2
24-26;
1-2
24-26;
1-2
24-26;
1-2
modal shift from
modal shift from
modal shift from
22-24; semi-modal shift
from 1 at 22 dbZ to 1 and
2 at 24 dbZ
No zone of Transition
34-36 dbZ; srmi-mrodal
drop from 2 at 34 dbZ
to 1 and 2 at 36 dbZ
36-38; modal jump from
2-6
36-38; modal jump from
2-6
34-36; semi-modal jump
from 2 at 34 dbZ to
2-6-7 at 36 dbZ
32-24; modal jump from
2 at 32 dbZ to 4 and 5
at 34 dbZ
34-36; modal jump from
2-6
34-36; semi-modal
shift from 2 at 34 dbZ
to 2 and 5 at 36 dbZ
34-361 semi-modal drop
from 2 at 34 db9 to 1
and 2 at 36 dbg
34-361 semi-modal drop
from 2 at 34 dbB to 1
and 2 at 36 dbg
1624
of 7/9/75
1640
1700
1730
1750
1811
1827
1840
the mode gradient value from 1 to 2 dbg/nm. The 34-36 dbH region comes
about because of a large jump in the gradient disttribution mode from 2
at 34 dbS to 6 dbB/nm at 36 dbB. The gradient distribution of the 36-37 dbH
pair marked the beginning of the dominance of higher gradient values in
five of the eight maps from this storm; and in all cases, the emergence of
more high gradient values had begun by the 38-39 dbH distribution and
continued with still higher reflectivities. The nature of the second
transition for the first and last two maps is the same, and quite unlike
the general increase in the mode which occurs at all maps between
these times. One possible reason for this difference in gradient
behavior is that for the first and last two maps the squall line is
either not fully matured (1624) or incomplete (1827 and 1840). The other
maps depict a fully developed squall line. There is no other observed change
in the reflectivity data which might account for either this difference
or for the lack of identification of a first zone of transition in the
last map of the sequence.
To determine whether the areas enclosed by the transitional
reflectivities tend toward mesoscale precipitation size, the average
and the maximum area at 26 and 36 dbH are presented in Table 8. These
figures, as well as the statistics on number and sizes of areas at other
reflectivity values for all the storms, were 'obtained from Freeman (1976).
Because of the presence of many small areas, the average area values are
not very meaningful. For example, for the map: at' 1827 EST the two largest of
the 28 areas contain$ over 91% of the total area enclosed by 26 db8 contours.
Table 8. Area Sizes (in km 2) at 26 and 36 dbZ
for July 9, 1975 Squall Line
26 dbz 36 dbg
Time (EST) Maximum Average Maximum Average
1624 1039 592 577 72
1640 8837 1226' 700 97
1700 10499 966 1120 94
1730 8102 484 674 86
1750 6904 349 667 84
1811 6413 457 260 46
1827 5861 458 548 68
1840 5229 321 1283 84
Except for the map at 1700, the maximum area values at 26 dbg are within
the range of 103 - 10 km2 specified by Austin and Houze (1972) for the
size range of LMSA's. With the exclusion of the area values at 1840 and
1700, the maximum areas at 36 dbZ were also within the 250 - 103 km2
SMSA size range suggested by these authors, Thus, it appears as if the
values 26 and 36 dbZ are reasonable ones for outlining mesoscale areas for
this storm.
The 'typical' gradient distributions surrounding 26 and 36 dbZ
indicate that outside of the large mesoscale areas precipitation is light
and fairly uniform. Within the large mesoscale areas (between 26 and 35 dbS)
but outside of the small ones, gradients are somewhat steeper than in the
surrounding lighter rain. Within the SMSA's (Z ! 36 dbH) cells occur
with small relatively intense peaks and fairly high gradients. For a
consideration of the physical meaning of the precipitation changes
signified by a 'typical' gradient distribution, a convective storm 9 - R
relationship of 9 = 400R 1'3 (Table 9) is used. A 2 dbB gradient at
26 dbZ means a change of less than 0.5 mm/hr in the rainfall rate, while
TABLE 9.
Rainfall Rates (mm/hr) as a function of Reflectivity
with Z=400R1 .3
dbZ R
20.5 0.40
22.5 0.50
24.5 0.80
26.5 1.10
28.5 1.60
30.5 2.20
32.5 3.20
34.5 4.50
36.5 6.40
38.5 9.10
40.5 13.00
42.5 18.50
44.5 26.40
46.5 37.60
48.5 53.60
50.5 76.40
the same 2 dbZ gradient at 36 dbi signifies a change of no less than 1.9 mm/
hr in rainfall. Further, since in this squall line at 36 dbg, the preferred
gradients were on the order of 4 db9, differences greater than 3 mm/hr in
rainfall rate occurred over very short distances.
d. September 24, 1975. Table 10 presents a summary of the
reflectivity values associated with transitions in the gradient distribution
for this storm. As stated in section II B, the precipitation was associated
with a frontal system but was not very intense. From the table, one
observes that there is less consistency in these results than in those
from the July storm. However, a transitional zone was indicated either
between 28 and 30 db9 or 30 and 32 dbZ- for all seven of these maps. In
addition, except for the 28-30 dbH transition in the first map at 855 EST,
the transitions at this intensity all had similar characteristics. In the
last four maps, a transition with an increase in mode occurs in the 20-24
dbH range.
Of a less consistent nature but present in six of the seven maps is
a transition between 34-36 or 36-38 dbZ; here, the modal gradient value
behaves erratically between the two level increasing one time, decreasing
at the next map time.
It is noted that in this storm, unlike the July squall line, the
second transition zone usually involved a decrease in the preferred
gradient value from 3 to 2 between either the 28-30 or the 30-32 dbZ
levels. The appropriate 9 - R relationship of -- 250R1.5 for cyclonic
precipitation (Table 11) indicates that a 3 dbZ negative gradient at
28 dbg and a 2 dbZ negative gradient at 30 dbS are both changes of about
TABLE 10.
Transitional Zones (dbZ values) for September Storm Maps
MAP TIME (EST) ZONE 1 ZONE 2
8:55 None Found
24-26; Mode drops from 3
(almost 2) at 24 dbZ to
2 at 26 with a good many
3 values
Nonc Found
20-22; modal shift from
2 to 3
24-26; semi-modal shift
from 2 and 3 at 24 dbZ
to 3 at 26
20-22; nearly equal
modality at 1,2, and 3
at 20 dbZ to a mode of
3 at 22
22-24; modal jump from
2 to 3
28-30; modal shift
from 1 to 2
28-30; semi-modal drop
from 2 and 3 at 28
dbZ to 2 at 30
30-32; semi-modal drop
from 2 and 3 at 30 dbZ
to 2 at 32
28-30; modal drop
from 3 to 2
30-32; modal drop
from 3 to 2
30-32; modal drop
from 3 to 2
28-30; modal drop
from 3 to 2
32-36; mode drops from 2 at
32 dbZ to 1 at 34 and is
back Lo 2 at 36 dbZ
None Found
34-36; mode jumps from 2
at 34 to 5
34-36; semi-modal jump from
2 at 34 dbZ to 2 and 3 at
36 dbZ
34-36; mode drops from 2 to 1
34-36; mode drops from 2 to 1
36-38; modal jump from 2
to 4
9:11
9:22
9:32
ZONE 3
9:44
9:51
10:05
Z-R relationship
dbZ
20.5
22.5
24.5
26.5
28.5
30.5
32.5
34.5
36.5
38.5
40.5
4,2.5
TABLE 11.
of Z=250 1 . 5 for September storm
R
.60
.80
1.10
1.50
2600
2.70
3670
5.00
6.80
9.31
12.60
17.20
Average and Maximum
TABLE 12.
are Contained (in km2 ) in the 22,30,
,or September 24, 1975 storm
22 dbZ 30 dbZ
and 36 dbZ Contour
36 dbZ
MA'X IMUM AVERAGE
52 16
152 39
251 49
399 62
153 54
107 29
TIME
9:32
9:44
9:51
10:05
10:16
10:31
MAXIMUM
8295
9832
5225
7059
5476
4408
AVERAGE
242
274
301
346
307
MAXI4UM
1265
1361
1348
1275
1144
871
AVERAGE
146
164
176
254
176
75
0.7 mm/hr in rainfall rate. The change in rainfall rate between negative
gradients of 3 and 2 at 30 and 32 dbH respectively is also the same, So,
in the case where a transition zone is identified because of a decrease
in the preferred gradient value at the higher reflectivity, the rate of
change of rainfall rate can be almost constant across the transitional
zone.
Areas enclosed by 22, 30 and 36 db9 contours were calculated for maps
taken between 9:32 and 10:31; the maps at 8:55, 9:11 and 9:22 whose
gradient statistics behave differently were excluded. Table 12 gives these
results.
The maximum area sizes at 30 dbH are steady but those at 22 and 36 db9
vary significantly. However, Table 10 shows that 20-22 dbZ was not always
the reflectivity values at which the first transition zone was identified.
At 944, it was 24-26 dbg, at 1005 it was 22-24 dba and no first zone of
transition was found at 932. The areas enclosed by 26 dbH at 944 and
24 dbg at 1005 were calculated and are given in Table 13.
Table 13. Average and Maximum Areas (in km 2) Enclosed
by the Given db9 Value for September Storm
Time dbH Maximum Area Average
9:44 26 3904 275
10:05 24 3636 383
With these values, there is less fluctuation in what is probably the LMSA
size, with a maximum area now in the vicinity of 4000-5000 km 2, a
reasonable value.
As in the July storm, from 38 dbZ on, the gradient distributions are
not consistent in pattern. A great deal of the divei'sity in this case
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can be attributed to a higher ratio of mountain-related signal returns
to true precipitation echoes owing to the lighter precipitation in this
storm.
To test the effects of resolution on the choice of transitional
reflectivities, digital maps of varying resolution were recorded as
close in time to one another as possible. One-half nautical mile
resolution maps taken at 857 and 909 were compared with the one nautical
mile resolution maps taken at 855 and 911 over almost the same range
(the 1/2 mile maps went from 20-69.5 nm, the 1 mile maps from 19-70 nm).
Results are given in Table 14.
Table 14. Comparison of Results Using Different
Resolution Data but Same Range
Data
Time Resolution 1st Zone 2nd Zone 3rd Zone
855 lnm None 28-30 32-34-36
857 0.5nm None 30-32 36-38
909 0.5nm None 28-30 34-36
911 inm 24-26 28-30 34-36
The results do not appear to be significantly different, except for a
Inm resolution map picking a first zone of transition when none of the
others did.
Based on these results, a value of 22 dbZ appears to be a good one
for outlining LMSA's and 30 dbZ serves adequately as an SMSA contour
value. However, the sizes of areas which a 36 dbZ contour would outline
are too large to be cells.
e. Effect of Ground-Targets on Gradient Statistics. To determine
if the presence of ground targets in the radar field of view had a
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substantial influence on the choice of reflectivity values having
transitional gradient distributions, a method of removing their effect
from the statistics was developed. From a reflectivity B-scan taken of
the ground targets only, the areas influenced by them were traced onto
gradient B-scans from both the July and September storms. The gradient
B-scans were then laid over the corresponding reflectivity maps, and the
gradient values which were mountain/ground related were removed from the
data at the appropriate reflectivity pair.
The differences in the gradient distributions without the ground
clutter from those with the mountains and hills present was slight.
In both of the cases the transitional reflectivity values identified
were the same. Table 15 gives the gradient distribution at several
reflectivity values both with and without the mountain effects for cases
from both storms. Removing the ground targets essentially eliminates all
gradient values > 18 dbH/nm and leaves the other gradient values barely
changed. These results indicate that while radar data free of ground
target effects is of course highly desirable, the presence of the
mountains and hills in the eastern Massachusetts area does not significantly
influence this study's results.
f. Discussion of the Gradient Transition Zones. The reflectivities
at which gradient distributions undergo transitions for a given storm have
been shown to be consistent in time. In addition, the sizes of the largest
areas at the transitional reflectivity values have been close to previously
reported mesoscale precipitation area sizes. The largest area size was
chosen as a significant criterion simply because the relatively large number
TABLE 15
Comparison of Gradient Distributions
at Selected Reflectivity Values with and without* Ground Targets
7/9/75 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 >10
dbZ
24-25 .02 .30 .18 .13 .10 .08 .06 .03 .01 .02 .07
*24-25 .02 .32 .18 .14 .11 .08 .05 .02 .01 .01 .06
26-27 .13 .23 .21 .12 .10 .05 .04 .02 .02 .08
*26-27 .13 .24 .22 .13 .11 .05 .04 .01 .01 .06
34-35 .03 .20 .12 .10 .12 .13 .05 .05 .01 .19
*34-35 .03 .22 .12 .09 .12 .13 .05 .05 .01 .18
36-37 .02 .04 .09 .09 .12 .14 .12 .05 .06 .27
*36-37 .02 .05 .1 .1 .13 .16 .12 .05 .06 .21
9/24/75 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 210
20-21 .11 .21 .18 14 .11 .04 .04 .02 .02 .13
*20-21 .12 .24 .21 .16 .11 .05 .03 .01 .02 .05
22-23 .09 .24 .26 .13 .08 .04 .05 .01 .01 .09
*22-23 .1 .25 .28 .14 .09 .05 .05 .01 .01 .02
28-29 .04 .21 .26 .15 .14 .07 .03 .02 .01 .07
*28-29 .04 .22 .28 .16 .15 .06 .03 .02 .01 .03
30-31 .11 .28 .23 .13 .11 .05 .02 .02 .05
*30-31 .12 ..3 .24 .14 .11 .05 .02 .01 .01
of small areas at all reflectivity values makes average area size statistics
practically worthless.
The nature of the first zone of transition has been the same for all
storms studied, i.e. it has been caused by an increase in the preferred
gradient value. The corresponding preferred rate of change of precipitation
at this reflectivity was nearly the same for all these storms and was
indicative of perceptible changes in rainfall rate at the edge of LMSA's.
At the second transitional zone, there was a marked contraft between
the time sequences of the July and September storms. In the majority of
cases, the July storm had a second increase in the mode gradient value,
while the mode of the transitional gradient distribution always decreased
in the September storm. It has been shown from a consideration of Z - R
relationships that transitions caused by a decrease in the preferred
gradient value indicate a nearly constant preferred rate of change of
precipitation in the region of the transitional reflectivity. This result
leads to the conclusion that, unlike at the edge of LMSAs there was not
always a second significant increase in rainfall rate at the edge of the
SMSAs identified with this method. There is a need to test other storms,
particularly more intense cyclonic storms than those studied, to determine
whether similar changes would occur in their gradient distributions,
especially at the SMSA reflectivity value.
2. Negative Gradient Statistics. As noted previously, one shortcoming
of an absolute value gradient approach is the reciprocal relationship which
frequently exists between the pair of reflectivity values which has the
maximum gradient value and direction for one another. To avoid this
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duplication and to see whether identification of transitional zones is
dependent on the particular gradient scheme used, statistics on the maximum
negative gradient from each point were calculated for six maps from the
September storm and a single map from the July squall line.
Since there is an absolute value gradient at all points but some
might not have a negative gradient, the number of gradient values generated
from the two different approaches were compared, and found to differ by
less than 1%. Thus, the data base can be considered essentially the same
size for both techniques.
Table 16 presents a summary of the transitions obtained computing the
maximum negative gradient from each point for the maps of the September
storm. For those transitions that are the same (in character as well as
reflectivity value) as those from the absolute value gradient statistics,
an asterisk "*) is placed before the reflectivity values. Aside from the
maps at 932 and 952 in which the gradient distributions change continuously
over several reflectivities, the same pattern emerges as had been shown in
the absolutely computed gradient statistics for this September storm. There
is generally an increase in the preferred gradient value in the low to mid-
20 dbg values (Table 16 shows two or three changes in the preferred gradient
value at these reflectivities but always these values are increasing as
the reflectivities are increasing). From 28 to 35 dbH, the preferred
gradient values are decreasing. Then for 36 dbZ on upward, the gradient
pattern is diverse but generally, large values ( > 4) dominate these
distributions. The identification of transitional zones appears to be
dependent on the gradient method used to a certain extent. Transitional
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Table 16. Transitional Zones from 9/24/75-
Negative Gradient Approach
Zone 2
9:11
9:22
9:32
20-22; Modal increase
from 1 to 2.
20-22; Modal semi-increase
from 1 to 1 and 2.
20-22; Modal increase
from 1 to 2.
20-22; Modal semi-increase
from 1 to 1 and 2.
*24-26; Modal increases
from 2 to 3.
22-24; Modal semi-increase
from 1 and 2 to just 2.
24-26; Modal semi-increase
from 2 to 2 and 3.
20-22; Modal semi-increase
from 1 to 1 and 2.
22-24; Again up from 1 and
2 to just 2.
24-26; Again up from 2 to
2 and 3.
34-36; Modal increase from
2 to 3 and 4.
34-36; Modal increase from
2 to 5.
None identified.
36-38; Semi-modal increase
from 1 and 2 to just 2.
32-38; Modal semi-decreases from 2 and 3 to just 2 at
34 dba, to 1 and 2 at 36 dbH, and then increases to
6 at 38 dbS.
30-32; Modal semi-decrease
from 2 and 3 to strictly 2.
36-38; Semi-modal increase
from just 2 to 2, 3, and 4.
Time Zone 1 Zone 3
*28-30; Modal semi-decrease
from 2 to 3 to just 2
(some 1)
*30-32; Modal semi-decrease
from 3 and 2 to just 2.
26-28; Modal semi-increase
from 2 and 3 to 3 (some 5).
*28-30; Modal decreases from
3 to 2.
30-32; Modal semi-decrease
from 2 to 1 and 2.
32-34; Modal at 2 only.
*30-32; Modal decreases
somewhat from 3 (some 1
and 2) to just 2.
32-34; Modal semi-decreases
from 2 to 1 and 2.
9:43
9:52
10:05
zones indicated are broader when computed from negative gradients but they
essentially overlap those derived from absolute value gradient statistics.
The latter method is preferred because of its ability to better define
transition zones in reflectivity gradient distribution.
The negative gradient statistics on the map run from the July storm
gave a similar type of comparison with the absolute value statistics as
that exhibited here, i.e., more transitional zones indicated especially
in the low reflectivity values and similar but overlapping transitions
in the mid-30 reflectivities. The similarity of the gradient statistics
in the high 20's to mid-30's db9 range indicates that the largest gradient
value in an absolute sense comes generally from a surrounding point of a
lesser reflectivity value.
3. Range Step Gradient Analysis. Since the range step was consistently
the preferred location for maximum gradient value, the distribution of
gradients calculated along the range step only was produced for a map
taken during the squall line of July 9, 1975. The gradients were computed
only for the forward radial direction; a gradient was considered positive/
negative from a point when its value was smaller/larger than the nearest
point forward in range. The results presented in Figure 13 show the
normalized radial gradient distribution for the map at 1750 EST. This
distribution curve is very similar to a gradient distribution curve
presented by Mueller and Sims (1975) (Figure 14) for a hailstorm in
Illinois, except for a bigger percentage of. large- gradient values (positive
and negative) found in the hailstorm. The resolution of the Mueller-
Sims data was 150 meters, which accounts :fsomewhat for the preeen'6e ofv
gradients larger'than 50 db/km.
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Figure 11.% Normalized distribution of reflect-
tivity gradients for three range intervals in
Illinois on April 3, 1974 (from Mueller & Sims, 1975)
When the absolute value gradient statistics were compiled as a
function of reflectivity for the forward radial direction only, there
was little similarity to the distributions obtained selecting a maximum
value from all possible directirs. Because of the rapid fluctuations
in distributions for each reflectivity pair, several levels were picked
as transitional and confirmed by the Chi-square test. So, it appears
that despite the fact the radial is the usual preferred direction for
maximizing the reflectivity gradient, the constraint of allowing only
forward radial gradient values alters the results considerably. It would
seem likely that the backward and forward radial directions contribute
equally to the maximization scheme, so that a consideration of only one
of the radial directions will allow only about 25% of the true maximum
gradients to be tabulated, since about 50% of the maximum gradients are
along the radial.
4. Correlation Coefficients. From inspection of the normalized
histograms for different intensity pairs, it is clear that gradient
distributions vary with intensity. In correlating gradient value with
reflectivity factor, a greater weight need be given to the more frequently
occurring reflectivities and so the raw occurrences of all gradient values
are correlated as a function of dbZ value. The coefficients were calculated
for one map from each of the four storms studied. However, five different
data sets from the map of the July storm were derived. Case 1 was run
for computing correlation coefficients using the maximum gradient value
in the absolute sense from each point. Case 2 employed the maximum
positive gradient value, while Case 3 also had maximum poisitive values
except that all zero gradient values were dropped from the sample.
Similarly, Case 4 had maximum negative gradients and Case 5 had the same
data as Case 4 with 0 gradients again dropped.
Since there was no guarantee that every point have a positive
(or negative) gradient, the sample sizes for each case varied between
4128 for Case 3 and 4795 for Case 1, a less of approximately 14% in sample
size. Table 17 gives the correlation coefficients for each of the cases.
Table 17. Correlation Coefficients Between
Gradients and Reflectivities -
Tuly Storm
Case Corr. Coeff.
1 .3
2 .002
3 .007
4 .43
5 .38
The poor relationship between the positive gradient values and the
dbZ value (Cases 2 and 3) is due to the dominance of small positive
gradients at all reflectivity values. In the absolute value case (#1),
and the negative case as well (4 and 5) there is a definite increase in
the number of occurrences of larger gradient values as dbZ increases.
Since a surrounding point must have a higher reflectivity than the center
point for a positive gradient value, it is understandable that positive
gradient values will be small at high db9 values.
Table 18 gives the correlation coefficients for each of the other
three maps. Note that the correlation coefficients for the April and
December maps are computed for gradient values of dbZ/l/2 rm vs. reflectivity.
Table 18. Correlation Coefficients Between
Gradient Value and Reflectivity -
Three Other Storms
Date Coefficient
Dec. 16, 1974 .0597
Apr. 3, 1975 .2186
Sept. 24, 1974 .0440
The fact that there is little correlation between the two quantities
is apparent.
5. Constant Altitude Gradient Distributions. Gradient distributions
at altitudes of 3 and 5 km were derived from a set of scans at varying
elevation angles (0.7, 1.7, 2.7, and 3.7 degrees). The condition was
imposed that any data used had to be from a point less that 1 km away
from the desired height, which restricted the 5 km reflectivity data
to 80 nm of coverage, but allowed for full range coverage at 3 km.
Figure 15 shows the normalized 3 km gradient distribution at 1811 EST
on July 9, 1975. The first transitional zone occurs between 24 and 26 dbZ,
and is of the same nature (mode gradient value increases) and at the same
reflectivities as that occurring in the low elevation angle map at this
time. However, from 28 to 39 dbg, the 3 km gradient distributions are
fairly unlike those in the 0.70 map, with the preferred gradient value
usually 3 dbH/nm, although some have peaks at both 2 and 3. Several
additional transition zones occur because of the continuous changes in the
gradient distributions.
The data at 5 km was above the melting level (12,000 ft) so there
were few reflectivities greater than 31 dbZ. There were however, five
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50 dbZ reflectivity values at this height, giving rise to the possibility
of a hail updraft present and extending above the melting level. The
gradient distributions were still dominated by small values (1 and 2 dbH/nm)
from 22 to 29 db9; at higher reflectivities, gradient values greater than
5 dbg/nm prevailed with 15 the largest gradient value recorded.
Figure 16 presents the cumulative normalized gradient distributions
at 3 and 5 km. The 3 km and the low elevation angle (Figure 3 non-
normalized) distributions are very similar, but the 5 km gradients are
overwhelmingly small. When compared to the distribution of reflectivity
values at these heights (Figure 17), it is clear that the large number
of reflectivities less than 24 dbB is responsible for the prevalence of
low gradient values at 5 km.
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IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to determine (1) the magnitude and
distribution of gradient values in a variety of New England storms and
(2) whether analysis of gradient values could assist in identifying
mesoscale precipitation areas. The techniques utilized for these two
purposes included subjective analysis of B-scans of the maximum (with
respect to direction) absolute value gradient, histograms of this gradient,
matrices of gradient distributions at varying reflectivities (for absolute
and negative maximum gradients) and correlation coefficients between
gradient and reflectivity values, among others.
The overall distribution of maximum gradients has been shown to be
dominated by small gradient values (0-4 dbZ/nm) for all the storms studied.
This dominance of small values generally held for gradient distributions
at all reflectivities from 20 to 35 db9; for reflectivities > 36 dbZ, the
distribution of gradients was likely to be almost random, but values larger
than 4 dbZ/nm were most prevalent.
Neither high gradient values nor preferred values (peaks in the
distribution) tended to outline or help to identify mesoscale precipitation
areas. In general a tendency was noted for relatively high gradient values
to occur ahead of the highest reflectivity points, and in particular along
the leading edge of the squall line. However, high gradient echos also were
found throughout the precipitation areas in what appeared to be a random
mode.
More positive results emerged from the statistical approach of
computing normalized absolute gradient distributions as a function of
reflectivity. At particular reflectivity values, transitions in the gradient
distribution were found where the preferred gradient value, or mode, shifted.
The first transition in all these storms came about because of an increase
in the preferred gradient value either from 1 to 2 or from 2 to 3 dbo/nm.
The nature of the second transitional zones was not the same for all the
storms; in the April case and in some of the July maps, there was a second
increase in the preferred gradient value. The other July maps and those
from the September storm had their second zone of transition because of
a decrease in the most frequently occurring gradient value. The second
transition in the December storm was at reflectivity values which were too
high compared to the others to be considered part of the same-scale
precipitation.
Despite the consistency of these results, there is difficulty linking
them to a reasonably consistent physical model. Those cases in which the
second transition occurred because of a decrease in gradient mode are
particularly bothersome, since this characteristic implies that a nearly
constant rate of change of precipitation takes place at the edge of SMSAs.
This behavior is not extremely consistent with the descriptions of SMSAs
given by other researchers.
The sizes of the largest areas at those reflectivities which have
transitional gradient distributions, however, were in good agreement with
the large and small mesoscale area sizes reported by other investigators.
The necessity for considering only the largest areas at these reflectivity
values arose from the fact that any reflectivity value outlines a great
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number of areas, only a few of which were of mesoscale area size, and
these were the largest ones. Gradient distributions generated from the
maximum negative gradient for each point yielded similar but less
satisfactory transitional reflectivity values. While the nature of the
transitions were about the same as those obtained from absolute value
gradients, the transitional reflectivities were more numerous and more
spread out, often stretching over six reflectivity values instead of the
usual four.
As for future study, generally speaking,, all of the analysis methods
employed in this study should be applied to more sets of time sequences
of digital radar data from different storm such as that which is available
from the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) conducted in 1974.
Special emphasis should be given to the matrix or reflectivity histogram
approach in future studies.
The suggested method of identifying reflectivity values which will
outline mesoscale areas is the following:
(1) Determine transitional reflectivities with the Chi-Square
test and thus the large and small mesoscale area reflectivity
countour values.
(2) Compute the area sizes within these contour values (by
means of a program such as Freeman's (1976)) and track those
areas whose size is within an order of magnitude of the largest
area size at each reflectivity value.
(3) Update transitional reflectivity values by recomputing
gradient-reflectivity matrix statistics every 20-30 minutes,
depending on subjective analysis of changes in the storm's
intensity. The more certain the operator is that the storm
is changing its intensity, the shorter the time between
recomputation should be.
The dependence of mesoscale area identification upon the resolution
of the data being used, in which the better resolution data chooses
higher transitional reflectivities also needs to be explored further.
Here, sets of radar data taken as close in time to one another but having
different spatial (and perhaps azimuthal) resolutions from one another
is needed. These types of data can be generated at most weather radar
facilities now. It is also recommended that until a ground clutter
discriminator is operational on the M.I.T. radars that digital radar
data taken to study and compare gradients should start at a much farther
range than the data used here in this study (20 nm). For example, starting
to record at a range of 50 nm would eliminate all ground targets in the
Cambridge, Ma. area. Then, this 'clean' data could be used for such
things as an intensive comparison of gradients from varying resolution
data and work on the possible identification of precipitation cells within
SMSAs, the latter a problem not solved in this study.
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